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Abstract—For block-fading Rayleigh channels, this work con-
siders a network coding approach to cooperative transmission.
The network under consideration consists of two sources, S
and P, that transmit to a common destination, D. Using half-
duplex channels, S and P transmit their packets to D; they also
overhear each other’s transmission. Then both sources cooperate
by transmitting a network-coded packet, which is used at D as
incrementally redundant information. We first analyze outage
probability and show that this scheme achieves full diversity when
good quality inter-source channels exist; the result is also verified
through simulation. Then, using the outage result we investigate
the ‘optimal’ rate and energy allocations that minimize the outage
probability. The results show that the outage-based performance
is more sensitive to the energy allocation than to the rate
allocation.

Index Terms—Cooperative transmission, network coding, out-
age probability, diversity gain.

I. I NTRODUCTION

In wireless networks cooperative transmission achieves spa-
tial diversity gain by exploiting the broadcast nature of the
wireless channel [2]. The basic idea of cooperation stems from
the classic relay channel system. However, in many coopera-
tive transmission schemes nodes are paired (or partnered) to
act as a relay to each other (for mutual benefit) by splitting
their resources (e.g. transmission time, total energy).

The cooperative scenario under consideration is network-
coding-based and with three nodes, i.e. two sources,S and
P, and a common destination,D. Using half-duplex channels,
S and P transmit their packets toD and also overhear each
other’s transmission; this forms a first phase of transmission
(See Fig. 1). At the end of this phase, each source decodes its
partner’s packet and performs a linear combination of its own
and received bits. The resulting bits, called network-coded bits,
are re-encoded using a different codebook and transmitted to
D in a second (or cooperation) phase. Each network-coded
packet contains the two sources information bits; hence, a
single transmission from either source helps both sources to
achieve diversity gain [5], [7].

At the destination, the network-coded packets are used
as incrementally redundant information; as these packets
are received over two paths, they are first combined using
maximum-ratio combining (MRC) to form one network-coded
packet. Second,individual or joint decoding is done to recover
each source’s bits. In individual decoding, each source’s in-
formation bits are recovered by decoding a packet which is
formed by code combining of this source’s packet received
in the first phase and the network-coded packet. When joint

decoding is performed, one ‘big’ packet is formed from all
the received packets and the information bits of both sources
are obtained from a single decoding of this packet [7], [9].

Efficient operation of cooperative transmission requires an
‘optimal’ allocation of the proportion of the two phases and
total energy. In other words, given the frame duration and
total energy, how can the nodes split the resource(s) for the
transmissions in the two phases such that the end-to-end packet
failure rate is minimized? The energy and/or rate allocation
can be done to optimize system performance metrics, e.g.
outage minimization or sum-capacity maximization, and as-
suming knowledge of channel state information (CSI) at the
transmitting and receiving nodes [1], [11].

This is how the remainder of the paper is organized. In
Section II contributions and related work is given; Section
III describes the system and implementation of the network-
channel encoding and decoding. Outage probability analysis
is presented in Section IV. In Section V results are presented,
and conclusions are drawn in Section VI.

II. CONTRIBUTIONS AND RELATED WORK

Various cooperative transmission approaches have been pro-
posed in recent papers; those related to our work are mentioned
next. For the same three-node network, outage probability and
achievable rate region ofrepetition-coding-based cooperation
is analyzed in [2].Coded cooperation, where each source
transmits additional parity bits for its partner, is studied in
[3]. The network-coding approach to cooperation is addressed
in [5], [7]–[10]; the following are differences with the current
work. In [5], [7], the network-coded packet is the same size
as packets transmitted in the first phase and the network and
channel decodings are implemented separately. Moreover, the
network-code packet is treated as an independent packet and
additional network coding of this packet and the partner’s
packet (for example) is required to give the source’s packet
and vice versa. In our work, size of the network-coded packet
and the energy allocated for it are varied independently andin
accordance with some parameters (e.g. inter-source channel
quality), the two decodings are implemented separately or
jointly, and the network-coded packet is taken as an additional
incremental information.

References [8], [9] presented simulation results in “two
users and one relay” and “two sources, one relay, and one
destination” scenarios, where the relay is a dedicated one,
i.e. it has no messages of its own. A more recent approach
based on signal superposition is described in [10]. The idea
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Fig. 1. Incremental cooperative transmission based on network coding. Solid,
dashed, and dotted lines show the transmission of S, P, and thenetwork-coded
packets, respectively.

in this scheme is for nodes to utilize the entire time slot for
transmission as in a point-to-point transmission, rather than
splitting it into two phases. Another common assumption made
in [5], [8], [9] is the presence of ideal channels between the
source(s) and relay, such that the source and relay reliably
decode received packets. Although this assumption simplifies
analysis, it is a bottleneck as it inhibits further study in terms of
nodes deployment, partner selection, coverage area, resource
allocation, etc. Moreover, results in [6], [7] show that network-
coding-based cooperation performs better than repetitioncod-
ing and coded cooperation when the inter-source channels’
quality is poor. For the three-node cooperative scenario, the
contributions of this work are summarized as follows:

1) A mathematical framework to compute the outage prob-
ability is derived assuming non-ideal, asymmetric, and
block fading inter-source channels. Simulation is used to
verify the results, and it is shown that the incremental
network-coding approach can achieve full diversity.

2) We propose the implementation of the joint network-
channel encoding and decoding operations at each node.

3) We investigate the “optimal” allocation of rate and
energy that minimizes the outage probability; for this
knowledge of CSI atS and P is assumed. The results
show that the outage-based performance is more sensi-
tive to the energy allocation than the rate allocation.

We believe that such considerations were missing from pre-
vious work. The next section discusses the working principle
and implementation of the network-coding-based cooperation.

III. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A. System Model

The network-coding-based cooperative scenario under con-
sideration is shown in Fig. 1. Each source encodesk of
its information bits into a packet ofN1 = αN symbols,
where 0 < α ≤ 1 is the cooperation level andN is the
packet size if the point-to-point transmission was used. Using
two time slots, the two sources transmit their own packets
and also decode each other’s packet. If a source decodes its
partnerk bits, then it forms the network-coded bits by linearly
combining its own and the decoded bits. A network-coded
packet of lengthN2 = (1 − α)N is formed by re-encoding
these bits using a different codebook, and the packet is

transmitted toD. If decoding fails, then each source transmits
additionalN2 symbols for its own or remains silent. Cyclic
redundancy check (CRC) is assumed to detect decoding error;
moreover, incorporating one additional bit in the second-phase
transmission would helpD to know the success of decoding
at each source.

Energy per symbol relationship in the two phases is ex-
plained next. LetET be the energy budget to transmitN
symbol in the point-to-point transmission andβ be the fraction
of ET allocated in phase one, where0 < β ≤ 1. The energy
per symbol in phase one and two, respectively, are given
as

(

β
α

)

(

ET

N

)

and
(

1−β
1−α

)

(

ET

N

)

, where ET

N is the allocation

in the point-to-point transmission.1 The tuple
(

β
α , 1−β

1−α

)

=

(β1, β2) shows the energy per symbol allocation in the two
phases. The instantaneous and average Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(SNR) in the two phases are scaled by(β1, β2).

B. Joint network-channel encoding and decoding

In this section, the implementation of the joint network-
channel encoding and decoding is explained. In a linear block
coding scheme at nodem in phasen, let im, Gn and Xm,n

bek information bits, code generator matrix, and the resulting
packet, respectively. Assume that each source has its partners
information bits obtained from previous transmission. The
joint network-channel encoding at nodeS is given as

[Xs,1,Xs,2] = [is, ip]

[

G1 G2

0 G2

]

= [isG1, (is ⊕ ip) G2] . (1)

The generator matricesG1 and G2 are of dimensionk X
αN and k X (1 − α)N , respectively. The cooperation level
α can be controlled by changing the size of the matrices. If
S fails to decodeP’s packet,ip in (1) will be a zero vector
and [isG1, isG2] results from the encoding, i.e.S transmits
incremental information of its own. Another option is for each
node to remain silent during decoding failure such that[isG1]
will be transmitted. Similarly, the encoding at nodeP is

[Xp,1,Xp,2] = [is, ip]

[

0 G2

G1 G2

]

= [ipG1, (is ⊕ ip) G2] . (2)

Consider the joint decoding of the sources’ information bits.
A ‘big’ packet

[

isG1, (is ⊕ ip)
′

G2, isG1

]

is formed by code
combining all the received packets, where the prime notation
shows the possible MRC on the network-coded packet. As-
sume that this packet is obtained from the following operation

[

isG1, (is ⊕ ip)
′

G2, isG1

]

= [is, ip]

[

G1 G2 0
0 G2 G1

]

= UG (3)

whereU = [is, ip] andG is the generalized generator matrix.
A parity check matrixH can be designed to fulfillGHT = 0.
Using H, a single decoding will give bothis and ip.

1Identical allocation by both the two sources is assumed here.
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Fig. 2. Packets transmitted byS (shaded) andP in two phases ofCase 1.

C. Channel Model

The inter-source and uplink (i.e. from each source toD)
channels are assumed to bespatially independent, flat fading,
and additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). Temporarily, all
channels remain constant at least within the two phase, i.e.
block-fading channels. The channel model used is given as

yj = hi,jxi + ni,j (4)

wherexi andyj are the transmitted and received packets, re-
spectively. The sourcesi ∈ {S, P}; destinationsj ∈ {S, P,D}
with i 6= j; hi,j is the fading coefficient andni,j is the AWGN
component which is distributed asN (0, N0). In this work,
|hi,j | is assumed to be Rayleigh distributed such that|hi,j |

2

will follow an exponentially distribution. However, for the
temporal behavior of|hi,j | two different models are employed.
In the first model employed for analysis, the autocorrelation
of the Rayleigh fading channels is neglected and standard
outage probability computation is used. With the second model
autocorrelated Rayleigh channels are studied by simulation.
Here, the “land mobile” autocorrelation function (Table 2.1
in [12]) is assumed; parameterized by a maximum Doppler
shift according to the chosen maximum velocityv.

IV. OUTAGE PROBABILITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we compute packet error rate of the network-
coding based cooperation. For block-based transmissions,out-
age probability at a certain transmission rate is used as packet
error rate measure [4]. For the following outage analysis,
individual decoding at the destination is assumed.2

A. Inter-source transmission

Consider the transmission fromS to P in phase one. Packet
of αN symbols carryingk information bits is transmitted and
its code rate is k

αN = R
α , where R = k

N is the code rate
if the point-to-point transmission was used. The information
theoretic capacity of this channel is given asCs,p = log2(1 +
β1γs,p), where γs,p = |hs,p|

2 Pt

No

is the instantaneous SNR
of the channel with the transmit SNRPt

No

. An outage occurs

wheneverCs,p < R
α and the outage probability, for|hs,p|

2

exponentially distributed, is given as [7]

P s,p = 1 − exp

(

−
2R/α − 1

β1Γs,p

)

≈
2R/α − 1

β1Γs,p
(5)

where Γs,p is the average ofγs,p. For high SNR values
the last term in (5) approximates the outage probability, i.e.
1 − exp(−1/y) ≈ 1/y. Equation (5) is also valid for the
transmission fromP to S with Γs,p replaced byΓp,s. In the

2The analysis of joint decoding can be done in the same manner except
that it is more involved.
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Fig. 3. Packets transmitted byS (shaded) andP in two phases ofCase 2.

case of non-reciprocal but symmetrical inter-source channels,
i.e. when γs,p 6= γp,s but Γs,p = Γp,s, the inter-source
transmissions will have the same outage probability.

B. Uplink transmission

The success of decoding at the destination depends on the
four transmissions in the two phases, which in turn depend
on the quality of the inter-source channels. To determine the
outage, parts of the received packets fromS and P that are
used for decoding should be identified. In the following, we
perform the outage analysis ofS only; by symmetry the same
approach holds toP. Depending on inter-source transmissions
success, there are four cases to consider.

Case 1:Both S andP decode each others’ packets correctly.
Each source transmits the network-coded packet(is⊕ip)G2 in
the second phase (See Fig. 2). For the individual decoding, a
packet[isG1, (is ⊕ ip)

′G2] of lengthN is formed, where the
prime denotes MRC; as this packet contains2k information
bits, its code rate is2k

N = 2R. The two parts of this packets
can be viewed as if they are received from parallel channels
whose capacities add together [3]. The outage event forS is

Cs,d = α log2(1 + β1γs,d) +

(1 − α) log2(1 + β2(γs,d + γp,d)) < 2R . (6)

The cooperation levelα reflects the fraction of time the
network is in the first phase. From capacity perspective, the
effect of MRC is reflected by adding the received SNR values
(e.g. the second term in (6)). The outage probability of the
event in (6) is approximated as

P s,d ≈
(22R/(1−α) − 1)2

Γs,dΓp,d

(1 − α)2

(1 − β)
. (7)

Derivation of this probability can be referred from Appendix.
This is the outage probability conditioned on the occurrence
of Case 1; which in turn is given by the product of the success
probabilities atS and P computed from (5). Defining this
overall outage probability asP s,d,1, where ‘1’ indicates the
case number, we get

P s,d,1 = (1 − P s,p) · (1 − P p,s) · P s,d . (8)

Note thatP s,p is given by (5) and the same formula can be
used to computeP p,s by replacingΓs,p by Γp,s.

Case 2: Neither S nor P decodes each other’s packet
correctly. We assume that each source transmits additional
symbols for its own (See Fig. 3). At the destination, a packet
[isG1, isG2] is formed whose rate isR. The outage event in
this case is then

Cs,d = α log2(1 + β1γs,d) +

(1 − α) log2(1 + β2γs,d) < R. (9)
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Fig. 4. Packets transmitted byS (shaded) andP in two phases ofCase 3.

Following the same approach as inCase 1above, it is easy
to show that the overall outage probability is approximatedas

P s,d,2 ≈ P s,p · P p,s ·

[

2R − 1

Γs,d

]

. (10)

Case 3: Pcan correctly decodesS’s packet, but not vice
versa. In this caseP helps S but S transmits for its own
(See Fig. 4).S’s information bits are decoded from a packet
[isG1, (is ⊕ ip)G2, isG2] which is of length(2 − α)N and
code rate 2R

(2−α) . Defining the capacity as in the above two
cases, the overall outage probability is approximated as

P s,d,3 ≈ (1 − P s,p) · P p,s ·
(1 − α)2

(1 − β)Γs,dΓp,d

[

2K1 − 1
]2

(11)

whereK1 = 2R/ [(2 − α)(1 − α)].
Case 4: Scorrectly decodesP’s packet, but not vice versa.

In this caseS helps P but P transmits for its own (See
Fig. 5) and a packet[isG1, (is ⊕ ip)G2] of code rate2R is
formed atD. The overall outage probability under this case is
approximated as

P s,d,4 ≈ P s,p · (1 − P p,s) ·

[

22R − 1

Γs,d

]

. (12)

The total outage probability is the sum of the overall proba-
bilities given in the four cases above, i.e.

PT = P s,d,1 + P s,d,2 + P s,d,3 + P s,d,4. (13)

For the symmetric inter-source channels assumption, let usre-
definingΓi,j = E

{

|hi,j |
2
}

Pt

No

= Γi,j · ΓT , whereΓT = Pt

No

.
The total outage probability, taking up to the second order
terms inΓT , is shown to be

PT ≈
1

Γ2
T

[

P s,p

[

22R − 1

Γs,d

]

+
(22R/(1−α) − 1)2(1 − α)2

Γs,dΓp,d(1 − β)

]

. (14)

We can infer from (14) that the outage probability decays
proportional to inverse square ofΓT ; hence at higher SNR
values a diversity order of 2 can be obtained.

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

In this section numerical and simulation results based on
R = 0.25 (bits/s/Hz), symmetrical inter-source, and sym-
metrical uplink (i.e.Γs,d = Γp,d) channels are presented. The
point-to-point transmission is plotted to serve as a baseline for
comparison.
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Fig. 5. Packets transmitted byS (shaded) andP in two phases ofCase 4.
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Fig. 6. Outage probability vs uplink SNRΓs,d results when the inter-source
SNRΓs,p = 0, 10, and 30 dB. Solid lines are for uncorrelated (analysis)and
dashed lines for autocorrelated channels (simulation). Forthe point-to-point,
both the analytic and simulated results match; coop, ant. and sim. stands for
cooperation, analytical, and simulation, respectively.

Figure 6 depicts the outage probability vsΓs,d (dB) when
α = β = 0.5 and three inter-source channel values, namely
Γs,p = 0, 10, and 30 dB. We see that at lowerΓs,p values
(example 0 dB), which represent a relatively poor channel,
the performance of the system approaches that of the point-
to-point; and at higherΓs,p values (example 30 dB), the per-
formance improves substantially and a diversity order of two,
taking the the point-to-point transmission as a reference,is
achieved. Hence, like other cooperative schemes, this network-
coding-based scheme also requires good quality inter-source
channels to achieve full diversity.

Shown in Fig. 7 is the three-dimensional plot of the outage
probability, with α and β taking the other two axises and
Γs,d = Γp,d = Γs,p = 10 dB. We see that the outage results
are more sensitive toβ variation than toα variation as the
outage curve changes significantly for a slight change in the
energy allocation termβ. Moreover,β = 0.5 is a sufficient
choice over a range ofα values. The worst performance
happens as both parameters approach zero and unity, which
the latter substantiates the benefit of cooperation. The less
sensitivity toα variation could also mean that this parameter
employed to study the effect of other system parameters such
as location of nodes in the networks, whereα could be varied
in accordance with nodes locations. A choice of the rate
allocation 0.4 < α < 0.7 is a sufficient to minimize the
outage. As a simple rule of thumb, when all the channels are
on average identicalα = β = 0.5 (similar to the conventional
schemes) could be employing.

Finally shown in Fig. 8 is the outage plot whenΓs,p =
0 db (i.e relatively poor source-partner channels). The result
shows that largerβ values (more energy allocated in the first
phase) benefitsS, as at these inter-source channel conditions,
the benefit of cooperation is less significant.
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VI. CONCLUSION AND REMARKS

Throughout this paper, we have presented a closed form
outage probability analysis of the cooperative transmission
using incremental network coding. For this scenario, we also
studied the energy and rate allocation. The results show
that the performance of the scheme mostly depends on the
quality of the inter-source channels. In the case that the
average quality of all channels are identical, an allocation
strategy that equally distributes these resources in the two
phases is sufficient. Moreover, the sensitivity of the system
to energy allocation varies significantly in comparison to the
rate allocation. Performing further study relating the rate to the
geographic location of nodes in the network and extending
to multi-user environments such as sensor networks may
provide further insight in the performance of network-coded
cooperative networks.

APPENDIX

The outage probability expression given in (7) is derived
next. The outage event given in (6) can be re-written as

Cs,d = log2

[

(1 + β1γs,d)
α(1 + β2(γs,d + γp,d))

(1−α)
]

< 2R.

The outage probability,P s,d, corresponding to this event is
then

P s,d = P
{

(1 + β1γs,d)
α(1 + β2(γs,d + γp,d))

(1−α) < 22R
}

=

∫ ∫

A

1

Γs,dΓp,d
exp

(

−
γs,d

Γs,d
−

γp,d

Γp,d

)

dγs,ddγp,d (15)

whereA ≡
{

(1 + β1γs,d)
α(1 + β2(γs,d + γp,d))

(1−α) < 22R
}

.
Extractingγp,d from A we get the range

0 < γp,d <
1

β2

[

22R/(1−α)

(1 + β1γs,d)
α/(1−α)

− (1 + β2γs,d)

]

. (16)

As the term in bracket is greater than zero,γs,d should satisfy

(1 + β2γs,d)(1 + β1γs,d)
α/(1−α) < 22R/(1−α) (17)
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Fig. 8. Three dimensional plot of the outage probability taking α andβ as
the other variables. Results are based onR = 0.25 (bits/s/Hz), Γs,d =
Γp,d = 10 dB, andΓs,p = 0 dB, which represents a relatively poor link.

It is difficult to solve for γs,d and γr,d from (16) and (17)
directly. Using the Taylor’s series in two variables and taking
up to the first order terms we get the ranges

0 < γp,d <
1

β2

[

22R/(1−α) − 1
]

−

[

22R/(1−α) β

1 − β
+ 1

]

γs,d

and
0 < γs,d <

[

22R/(1−α) − 1
]

(1 − α) .

Once these ranges are known, the integral in (15) can be
evaluated and (7) results.
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